borderlands weapons guide

Legendary items are rare weapons featuring unique red text effects, with a yellow , orange or dark orange coloration on
List of Legendary Items (Borderlands).Beginner's Guide to Borderlands. Weapon Generation System. This is a guide to
introduce new players to the Borderlands weapon system.Weapons. EditRepeater Pistols. Combat Rifles. SMGs.
Shotguns. Revolver. Sniper Rifle. Rocket Launchers. Eridian Weapons.Weapons - Borderlands 2: Borderlands 2 features
a huge range of Weapons with an insane number of specialized features. Gearbox is placing.16 Oct - 8 min - Uploaded
by William Strife All the guns may be random, but there's still a system to how they're made.Borderlands includes
randomized loot, making for a wide variety of possible weapons. Borderland's weapons are, in fact, one of the games
main attractions.Borderlands: The Handsome Collection Weapons Guide. From Assault Rifles to Shotguns, we'll help
you choose the best weapons for enemies and bosses.Forget 'Borderlands best weapons' how do I get something I can
Specific chest locations can be found here Ice Car's Farming Guide vComprehensive guide to weapons and
manufacturers in Borderlands 2 with detailed breakdown of elemental effects and custom weapons.For Borderlands on
the Xbox , a GameFAQs Answers question titled "List or Can someone please list a guide of all known eridian weapons
that arent.So I'm playing through BL1 and I decided I'm only going to use items/weapons that I find legitimately but that
doesn't mean I'm going to farm for.WEAPON PARTS RESOURCE GUIDE This resource guide is for those of you that
are trying to Discussion in 'Borderlands The Pre-Sequel!.Borderlands the Pre-Sequel Legendary Gear Guide for
Awesome Legendary Weapons, Grenade Mods, Shields, OzKits & Class Mods straight from Pandora's .What's the most
badass weapon you've seen in Borderlands 2?.Additionally, some weapon cause bonus damage elemental damage Weapons - General hints - Borderlands. Additionally, some weapon cause bonus.Build and view stats for any gear found
in Borderlands 2 using the all-new Gear Calculator V2. All types of gear are supported (guns, shields, grenade mods.List
of Legendary Loot (Orange) drop locations. For another This is the easiest way to get weapons such as the Unkempt
Harold. Since the.Calculate the percentage difference between the various stats to the control weapon. For instance, if
control gun has damage, and barrel1 gun has
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